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As ACID celebrates its 10th anniversary this month – 
a decade of fighting design theft and helping designers protect
their sweat equity - I am filled with a strange mix of optimism
underpinned, as always, by intense frustration!   

Optimistic that we are still standing, that the fight goes on and
key influencers from all industry sectors as well as Government
are acknowledging our work. ACID is no longer a small lobbying
group but a powerful and influential organisation working to
help protect and nurture the UK’s tremendous design talent.
Frustration – because copying is still rife, China remains a threat
and design theft has still not been given criminal sanctions.

When I look back over the past 10 years and review what we
have achieved it has been monumental and now we are
stepping up a gear for the next decade – more ACID accredited
exhibitions, media supporters, alignment with trade
associations, government lobbying and new initiatives to help
all our members protect their designs and capitalise on their IP.
We launched our latest service ‘Mediate to Resolve’ earlier this
month to provide designer/manufacturers pan industry with a
real alternative to litigation.  Mediate to Resolve is a first for the
UK design industry and will be an invaluable cost-effective and
time- effective benefit to ACID members and non-members. 

Having lobbied for many years for a Minister for Intellectual
Property, we are delighted by the appointment of Baroness
Morgan of Drefelin who has already endorsed our mediation
initiative.  We also hope the Minister will take up the mantle of
design protection and fight on ACID’s behalf for an
improvement in design laws.  Government lobbying is one of
ACID’s core activities on behalf of our membership and rest
assured we are prepared to roll up our sleeves and shout very
loudly in order to be heard in the hallowed corridors of
Westminster!

We still have a huge task ahead to help IP, protect, educate and
deter and we are already setting out our stall for the next
decade! What will it include? Enhanced membership benefits –
Mediation, fast track design registration, continued free use of
the ACID design data bank but improved via the facility of
digital deposits, the launch of an IP educational programme
specifically targeted at 3rd year students within design faculties,
a review of exemplary damages which are dissuasive, addressing
the disparity between copyright owners and design right
owners, promotion of corporate responsibility compliance – 
i.e. IP respect …..and so the list goes on, and grows by the day!

A heartfelt thank you to all our members, affiliates,
partners and press who have supported ACID 
over the last decade, 
as I said in our birthday
celebration speech – 
Roll on the next 10 years,
we still have work to do!

Best wishes and safe
trading!

Dids Macdonald, Dids Macdonald, 
Chief Executive of ACID
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DearDear ACID member
LindaLinda
Relph-Relph-
KnightKnight
Editor ofEditor of
Design WeekDesign Week

ACID realised early on that it was important to use every
available platform to communicate its message across the
different industry sectors it represents and in order to do this
we decided that relationships needed to be established with
leading publications who would publicly support the
organisation's aims and objectives. Linda Relph Knight was the
first editor to put the full weight of Design Week behind ACID.

It is hard to believe that ACID is only
ten years old, such has been its
impact in combating copyright theft.

Its ceaseless campaigns to this end have
heightened awareness across the business
community, particularly within retail, to an
extent that we see far fewer rip-off designs on
the market. By appealing to the better nature
of top retailers, for example, it has helped to
set a standard on the high street. 

Where copyright infringements do occur,
designers at the smaller end of the scale are
better informed, thanks, in part, to ACID’s
efforts, and more confident about taking on
the big company.

Most importantly, it has advised younger
designers, so often preyed upon in the past by
unscrupulous visitors to graduate shows in
search of cashing in on their ideas. By raising
their awareness of the value of their designs
and their legal rights regarding them, it has
helped to change the perceptions of a whole
generation of designers – and boost their self-
confidence in the process.

This is particularly the case with 3D design,
when designers set up as sole traders batch-
produce their wares as a way of kick-starting
their careers and establishing their brand. In
the past, even reputable retailers have been
guilty of ‘borrowing’ the ideas for mass-
production as own-brand lines. But the same
scenario can occur with graphics, printed
textiles and digital design. 

The importance of protecting intellectual
property rights can’t be overstressed. Not only
can sole-traders protect their ideas from
pillaging bigger businesses, designers working
more commercially can earn extra cash by
controlling the assignment of copyright to the
client and have a say in how their designs are
used – a vital part of building and protecting
your reputation. If, for example, the contract
states that the use of a particular image is
limited to packaging for a project, the client

can’t use it in, say, advertising or other
promotions unless the designer agrees to
extend the assignment, invariably for an
additional fee.

Of course, it isn’t always easy to say no to a
client. A designer has to be brave to do that.
But an awareness of your rights gives you a
head start in negotiating favourable terms.
And it cuts both ways. Having a clear
understanding from the outset, expressed in
the contract, is likely to foster mutual respect
between client and designer and this
inevitably leads to better work being
produced.

There are instances where reason doesn’t
prevail and litigation ensues. This is rarely
desirable, for though ACID interventions have
shown that David can still beat Goliath in
court if right is on his side, the time and cost
involved in legal action isn’t always fully
compensated for in the settlement. 
The inclination of creative people is to create
new things and courtroom experiences can 
be stifling.

It is far better to try to mediate with the
offending party than to take the case to its
conclusion and ACID has had considerable
success with this. 

As global markets continue to grow,
intellectual property rights are set to
become an even bigger issue. Being
aware of them is half the battle for
designers, but having a champion like
ACID is set to ease the pain!

www.designweek.co.uk
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‘MEDIATE TO RESOLVE’ is a National mediation scheme for
designer/manufacturers, pan industry, offering mediation as a
real alternative to litigation in intellectual property disputes.
Endorsed and supported by Baroness Morgan of Drefelin, 
Minister for Intellectual Property, ACID’s Mediate 
to Resolve service provides a highly cost effective and time
effective route to dispute resolution bringing parties together
with the support of a mediator to resolve alleged copying
complaints whilst avoiding legal intervention. 

Based on the organisation’s
extensive experience handling
mediations (ACID has handled

over 2000 grass roots mediations at
exhibitions with less than 30% requiring
further legal intervention) ACID plans to
make mediation both accessible and
affordable to both ACID members and
non-members. The Mediate to Resolve
panel, chaired by former Appeals Court
Judge Sir Jonathan Parker, provides both
ACID members and non members with a
countrywide network of leading
accredited mediators, skilled in dispute
resolution within the design industry.

‘As a Judge, I have seen all too often how
parties to a dispute can become locked into
litigation when mediation at an early stage
might well have resulted in a satisfactory
compromise.   Having regard to the
inevitable cost, time and stress of litigation -
to say nothing of the risk of losing the case -
mediation must always be worth a try which
is why I am so committed to the concept of
mediation.’ 

Many organisations are not familiar with the
stages of the mediation process and ACID is
frequently asked, "What is mediation and
how does it work?"

How mediation works
Mediation is a confidential meeting between
two parties who are in dispute but who
retain control over the outcome. They are
guided through the process by a skilled
mediator who will use his or her expertise to
restore or rebuild a harmonious relationship
but has no authority to impose an outcome. 

These days the demands on businesses to
succeed and grow are severely hampered by
the increase of intellectual property
infringement. Taking action against those
who seek the fast track to market through IP
theft places huge fiscal and time restrictions
on the day-to-day running of organisations.
ACID has spent the last decade encouraging
parties in disputes to seek mediation sooner
rather than later and Government is now
sending a strong message to judges to look
more favourably on disputing companies
who seek mediation prior to any Court
applications.

Dids Macdonald, ACID’s CEO, has been an
outspoken advocator of mediation since the
organisation’s launch in 1998. ‘So often
mediation can result in realistic out of court
settlements therefore avoiding potentially
costly and often inflammatory legal disputes.
Mediation, as an alternative to litigation can
also result in commercial agreements being
brokered. I know of many designers who
have walked away from mediation with a
royalty or licence agreement in their pocket
rather than a hefty legal bill.’ 

ACID’s prime objective is to help
designers appreciate and protect their IP
equity. Much of the UK’s excellent design
talent is being sucked dry by high street
copycats and many
designer/manufacturers can’t afford to
fight their case through the courts when
their products are ripped off.  ACID’s
objective is to ensure that every designer
in the UK understands the value of their
IP rights, the multiple benefits of
mediation and has access to our Mediate
to Resolve service.

ACID LAUNCHES MEDIATE TO RESOLVE - 
A FIRST FOR THE UK CREATIVE INDUSTRIES!

Sir Jonathan Parker

mediation
a real alternative
to litigation >

Patrick Walker

Dr Patricia Jones

Justin Turner

Dids Macdonald

Peter Back

Bill Marsh

ACID’s National network
of Accredited Mediators
offer a wealth of
intellectual property
dispute resolution
experience. Their mix of
negotiation style and skill
provides a comprehensive
service to those seeking
mediation as a real
alternative to litigation.

NATIONAL

NETWORK OF

MEDIATORS

I am a firm supporter of mediation as an
affordable way for companies to resolve their
disputes. The UK-IPO is keen to raise awareness of
the availability of mediation and its benefits, 
and we welcome this initiative from ACID.
Baroness Morgan
Parliamentary Under Secretary of State for Intellectual Property

Gowers Review of Intellectual Property,
Recommendation 43:IP Enforcement

Strengthen PracticeStrengthen Practice
Directions to provide Directions to provide 
greater encouragement greater encouragement 
for parties to mediate, for parties to mediate, 
in particular this should in particular this should 
raise the profile ofraise the profile of
mediation withmediation with
Judges

ACID was commended by Andrew Gowers
as one of three private sector initiatives

which stand out as good examples of ways
in which public and industry awareness

about IP can be increased.

As a Judge, I have seen
all too often how parties
to a dispute can become
locked into litigation
when mediation at an
early stage might well
have resulted in a
satisfactory compromise.   
Sir Jonathan Parker
former Appeals Court Judge 
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action

Despite BHS denying infringement
of ACID member Porta Romana’s
lamp bases, the high street retailer
and Porta Romana have negotiated
a settlement. BHS have been
allowed to sell off their remaining
stock and have undertaken to
withdraw the product and give a
commitment not to have further
look alike lamp bases produced.

ACID (Anti Copying in Design) member, 
Porta Romana are leaders in the field as
glassware table lamp designers, supplying to
the very top end of interior design worldwide.
Naturally, they were shocked to discover
remarkably similar looking lamp bases to their
award winning distinctive bronze and nickel
designs in BHS stores in June 2007. Porta
Romana immediately called the ACID specialist
IP helpline and spoke to Niall Head Rapson of
ACID Accredited law firm McDaniel & Co who
confirmed that he believed there was an
alleged infringement of their design right. 
Niall wrote to BHS who removed the look alike

Creative Tops also learnt that their customers had
been contacted with offers to undercut their
prices.  Following a call to Mark Heritage of
Hammonds’ Manchester IP department via the
ACID legal hotline, Mark immediately called Hosea
Haag of Hammonds’ Munich IP department. As the
fair continued over the weekend, Hosea worked
with Creative Tops to gather further information
and instructions and to write and finalise required
court briefs and affidavits. Creative Tops issued an
oral warning to Peter Hunt and asked that he sign
cease and desist undertakings. He refused to do so
and Creative Tops instructed Hammonds to take
court action. Hosea Haag obtained a preliminary
injunction from the Frankfurt court, ordering
GeOlivia, Peter Hunt and Katy Hackney not to
distribute and display their catalogue in Germany
as long as it contained pictures based on certain
CAD shapes. 

The preliminary injunction was issued on the basis
of Hosea's brief -none of GeOlivia, Peter Hunt or

Pat Dawson of A©ID member Creative
Tops discovered that Peter Hunt, 
Katy Hackney, and their new company,
GeOlivia, were displaying product
catalogues at the recent Ambiente fair
which had been produced using
Creative Tops’ own CAD (Computer
aided design) shapes.   

BHS SETTLE
DESIGN DISPUTE
WITH PORTA
ROMANA >>>

The case provides some helpful clarification on the limits of the rights of a
trademark owner and whether the use of keywords in online search engines
for sponsored search results amounts to trademark infringement.

Mr Wilson (W), owner of the "MR SPICY" Community trade mark,
complained that sponsored links to a well-known supermarket and a price
comparison website appeared whenever a user typed "MR SPICY" into
Yahoo!'s UK search engine. W argued that by doing this Yahoo! had
infringed his trademark rights.

Yahoo! argued that the sponsored links appeared due to matching
technology which responded to the input of the words "MR SPICY". The
advertisers whose sponsored links appeared had not purchased "MR SPICY"
as a keyword but had bid on related keywords, such as "spicy". 

Yahoo admitted that entering the term "MR SPICY" could trigger adverts for
companies that had sponsored the word "spicy" but argued that they had
not "used" W’s trademark and that any use by Yahoo! did not amount to
"trademark use".

In his decision Mr Justice Morgan held that:

1. The trade mark was not used by anyone other than the user who
entered the words "MR SPICY" into the search engine;

2. Yahoo! had only responded to the use by the user and this did not
amount to use of the trade mark by Yahoo!. It was held this would even
be the case if advertisers had bid on the keyword "MR SPICY";

3. Even if there was use by Yahoo!, it was use of the English word "spicy"
and not "MR SPICY"; and 

4. Even if there was use of "MR SPICY" by Yahoo!, such use was not use 
"as a trade mark" following the ECJ case in Arsenal Football Club plc v
Reed whereby the proprietor of [a trademark] cannot prohibit the use of a
sign identical to his trade mark if that use does not affect his own
interests as owner of the trademark. 

Summary judgement was given in favour of
Yahoo! and W did not appeal the decision.

Katy Hackney were heard, nor did they submit any
written statements to the Court. While the
preliminary injunction is not a final decision under
German law, it was served at the fair on Tuesday
12 February. Mark Heritage of Hammonds said,
"As far as we are aware, the preliminary injunction
stopped infringing activity at the fair. Creative
Tops also received an apology". 

ACID comment, "One of the benefits of having
ACID Accredited Lawyers like Hammonds with a
global signature is the ease with which ACID
members can take action in other countries.
Coupled with much easier access to the judicial
system in Germany, this really does mean that
ACID members can rely on total support should
they require it.

Pat Dawson, Creative Tops MD said, 
"I was really surprised
and delighted that
Hosea Haag was
prepared to work with
me over the weekend
to help us achieve our
objectives. 
I think our action
delivers a very clear
message to all within
our sector about our
anti copying IP
strategy".

ACID ACTION AT AMBIENTE FRANKFURT

What’s in a name?What’s in a name?
A LOT IT WOULD APPEAR!

products and, after a period of negotiation
settled the dispute.

Andrew Hills of Porta Romana said
following the settlement, "We invest so
much into the design of our products which
all have distinctive character and we will not
hesitate to take similar action in the future if
we feel that our design equity is being
eroded".

ACID comment, "Fortunately companies like
Porta Romana always keep a compelling
design audit trail to be able to substantiate
their design ownership. All of their new
designs are logged in the ACID Design Data
Bank, a free service to members".

Above: Porta Romana’s
lamp base and right 

the remarkably similar
BHS table lamp

This success comes hard on the heels of their
award winning installation Shoal1672 at last
year’s 100%Futures at Earl’s Court in London
and the subsequent installation of Shoal at
Rick Stein’s Padstow Restaurant in January.
Frances commented ‘Since Shoal’s release last
September we’ve been overwhelmed by the
international response to our work. Meeting
Jill Stein at 100%Design and then installing a
bespoke Shoal1012 at the Seafood Restaurant
was really exciting for us. We’ve been so busy
since, we’ve not even had a chance to take
them up on their offer to dine!’ 

Scabetti has been a member of ACID since
Dominic started the business in 1999. His
collection has grown from the first candlestick
and amoeba dish to a strong collection of
sculptural works. ‘Having the clout of such a strong organisation
as ACID protecting our design work has always been really
important to me’ quotes Dominic. Based in Leek, Staffordshire,
Dominic, now working with his wife Frances, (an experienced
product designer), are concentrating on pieces made from bone
china and the effect of light on this fine translucent material. 
Their work illustrates their focus on the sculptural form and
making sculpture more accessible.  Their collection can be seen at
www.scabetti.co.uk www.scabetti.co.uk 

ACID would like to congratulate ACID membersACID would like to congratulate ACID members
Dominic and Frances Bromley of Scabetti on Dominic and Frances Bromley of Scabetti on 
their success in reaching the shortlist for the their success in reaching the shortlist for the 
Grand Designs Best Lighting Product 2008 Grand Designs Best Lighting Product 2008 
with their Shoal284. Frances commented with their Shoal284. Frances commented 
‘We were pretty taken aback with the short listing,‘We were pretty taken aback with the short listing,
it’s so flattering to be listed amongst the best init’s so flattering to be listed amongst the best in
the industry’.the industry’.

YAHOO FIGHTS BACK ON ALLEGED TRADE MARKS USE BY
SPONSORED LINKS TO ATTRACT BUSINESS BUT BEWARE
OF THE PITFALLS Sarah Birkbeck of DMH Stallard reviews the case.
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T his is a monumental day for ACID and
one I never dreamed of 10 years ago.
As my surname suggests, I came from

a highland Presbyterian background where
the simple division between good and bad
(including stealing) were gently ground into
our conscience from an early age. 

Maybe naively, I expected in adult life when I
became a designer/manufacturer, to reap the
rewards of my creative labours without being
ripped off. 

So when our designs and products were
consistently copied I felt an outrage that
perhaps was disproportionately passionate but
very real. The day I saw cheap look-alikes of my
products on display in a major high street
retailer was the day I became an ardent
campaigner against copying!

At ACID we have devoted the last 10 years to
DESIGN PROTECTION! As a lover of creating the
aesthetic, I never dreamt about or understood –
intellectual property.  I even had to talk to IP
lawyers which, unlike now, were the rarest of
professions in the 80’s! It was like speaking to
someone from another planet and in a cosmic
language. Very little of what was said seemed
to relate to my world of design and creativity
and I was actually paying £hundreds in
communication ping-pong to understand the
machinations of this rather strange world - IP
law, the law I was later to rely on to remedy my
situation. ACID has endeavoured to be a
commonsense conduit, bridging gaps and
providing education about this horribly
complex set of laws.

I believe Design isn’t just something that
miraculously appears and increasingly designers
are simply not prepared to stand back and see
their market share eroded with carbon copy
versions of their own distinctive products.
Designers dare to be different – creating eclectic
styles doesn’t just happen by chance: it takes a
creative boldness to tread where others would
rather follow than lead. 

Good design is one of innovation’s most
effective conduits and plays an increasingly
significant part in the UK’s economic success. In
the Gowers Report commissioned by the
Government in 2006 to look at the health of the
UK’s IP there was very little mention of design
right. In fact if you take a look at a graphic
showing how many mentions of design rights
or design contained in the report, it highlights
how very little credence is given to the
importance and value of design in the UK. 
I hope that in the future design will be
recognised as making a vital contribution to the
UK economy.   

Within the design industry we all have a
responsibility to ensure that the consumer

realises that good design has a value and its
intellectual property must be respected and
rewarded. Design and innovation are one of
the key unique selling points for the UK
economy but in order to compete on a global
basis sourcing from China has to be a major
consideration. But how do designers safeguard
their intellectual property and how can one
ensure that manufacturing partnerships with
Chinese companies will be honoured so that
products reach their full market potential
without being copied? The UK is the top
European investor in China with the value of
projects in the region of £11 billion so many
companies are clearly following this route to
market and having prosperous and positive
relationships with Chinese partners. However,
the flip side of the coin indicates frightening
statistics that 80% of all world counterfeit,
pirated and copied goods come from China. 

Our IP is our wealth and fundamental to our
livelihood and if it is stolen – we are out of
business.  

So we believe that pressure needs to be
brought upon those, many in our own back
yard within retail and manufacturing, who are
creating the demand for cheap, often knock off
designer products to have a publicly declared
responsibility for IP rights respect together with
a declared commitment to mediate rather than
stonewall legal challenge. Hiding behind the
legitimacy of the law with deep pockets to
perpetuate litigation is a well-worn tactic. We
hope that Corporate Responsibility will include
IP respect and that Government will not only
recognise this but also actively support ACID’s
campaign. We also believe that it is high time
to address the disparity between copyright and
design right infringement with corporate crime
sanctions which we believe would also have a
significant deterrent effect against those who
copy as well as significantly increasing
exemplary damages to act as a real deterrent
against design theft.

However large or small the organisation, at
ACID we believe education and knowledge
regarding the basic fundamentals of
intellectual property are a key strength.
Ensuring that the mechanics of IP (registering
of designs, trade marks and creating an audit
trail) mesh seamlessly with design creation
does help deter and prevent copying. OHIM,
the Office for Harmonisation in the Internal
Market (that’s the European TM and Designs
registry) like ACID is as a not for profit
organisation, but that’s where the similarity
ends. ACID receives neither Government
funding nor sponsorship while OHIM has an
embarrassingly outrageous surplus of more
than £300+ million in their coffers – with an
extra £190,000 pouring in every working day

from registrations. With these surplus funds
maybe OHIM could actively support designers
across Europe by offering reduced trade mark
registrations or free design registration similar
to the free design deposit bank service which
ACID offers. ACID holds a staggering number of
copies of designs - over 250,000 a free benefit
of membership. This helps members and
individuals to have an effective document
management system which will help to protect
their commercial well-being. Interestingly
OHIM, representing 27 member states, holds
only 250,411. So there clearly is a need for IP
protection through a much more affordable
design registration system. 

As a positive force, IP can be used as a powerful
broker in collaborative design. By including and
broadening IP education in all design
universities, graduates will come to market
better equipped to face some of the more
challenging aspects of market reality and the
message is clear to those designers within the
creative industries! PROTECT IT, 
OR FORGET IT! 

When ACID was formally launched in 1998
research indicated that 86% of product copying
was discovered at the first port of market entry,
the trade exhibition so we set up a grass roots
support mechanism for copying complaint
handling. At one end of the scale it enables
companies, on discovering copy products to act
quickly to cut off the oxygen supply. Amongst
the hundreds of settlements on behalf of ACID
members this is a short clip two months
following discovery of Bombo stool knock offs
at the Furniture Show at the NEC. 

But is not only furniture, no product is safe,
another successful settlement and subsequent
destruction was totally unsafe rip offs of the
well-known Villeroy and Boch wave designs.
Both knock offs had frightening health and
safety implications. So it became clear to me

Anti Copying in Design > ACID Anniversary Event
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that although the exhibition arena provided the
best possible showcase for design, exhibitions
were also perfect supermarkets for copy cats
providing design thieves with the ideal
opportunity to look at the best and latest on
the market, photograph the product, take
away trade catalogues and then ruthlessly copy
– often sending designs off to the far east, fast
tracking production and getting them back
onto our retail shelves in a matter of a few
days.  As more and more ACID members and
non-members came seeking our help and
advice at shows over alleged copying
complaints it was a natural development to
encourage the main exhibition organisers to
become Acid accredited with a zero tolerance
of plagiarism but also to establish an ACID
mediation service.  In the last 10 years ACID has
spent over 400 days at ACID Accredited
exhibitions and undertaken over 2000, less
than 30% have required further legal
intervention and of those, over half have been
resolved either with a letter before action or
undertakings. This could not be a better test
case for the value of mediation. 

So I am proud today to announce a first for the
UK creative industries – and launch ACID’s
Mediate to Resolve national mediation service
created to offer businesses a real alternative to
costly litigation, not just on the exhibition floor
but anytime, anywhere, when there is a dispute
over IP ownership or alleged copying.   

I believe Mediate to Resolve will provide a
whole new dimension to IP disputes, bringing
parties together with the support of a mediator
to resolve alleged copying complaints while
avoiding legal intervention. 

ACID’s Mediate to Resolve panel is being
chaired by former High Court Judge, Sir
Jonathan Parker and includes some of the
countries most experienced and highly
regarded mediators skilled in dispute
resolution. So often mediation can prevent

article continues Page 11 >

Our IP is our wealth and
fundamental to our livelihood
and if it is stolen - 
we are out of business!

So 10 years on I now
realise that IP really isn’t
rocket science and when
identified as a key asset, 
its monetary value is a
recognisable USP and 
key driver in mergers,

acquisitions and
investments.

ACID’s Mediate to Resolve
will provide a highly cost

effective and time
effective route to 

dispute resolution for
members and 

non-members alike.  
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1 Julian Heathcote-Hobbins (FAST) with Sue and Adam A

2 Roger Oates (Roger Oates Design) and Ian Thompson (C

3 Niall Head-Rapson (McDaniel & Co.), Katherine Racowsk
Andrew Lee (McDaniel & Co.), John Lennon (John Lenno

4 Elizabeth May (Richemont International)  and Patricia Jo

5 The ACID team!

6 Debbie Jedwab (Jedwab Design) and 
Fabio Capozzi (Crush Licensing)

7 Tim Lishman (Allermuir) and 
Angus Holmes (AH Design Development)

8 Dan Capozzi (Crush Licensing) and Sheila Carter (ACID)

9 Janet Bedford (ACID), Jo Alderson (Hammonds) and 
Mark Heritage (Hammonds)

10 Nick Stanier (New House Textiles) and 
Nora Sotamaa (Designer)

11 Colin Watson (British Contract Furniture Association)
and Kate Burnett (IdFX)

12 Kim Goddard (ACID) and 
Julian Heathcote-Hobbins (FAST)

13 Jane Moriarty (DesignLife TV) 
and David Traynor 
(Brintons Limited)

14 Peter Back (UKIPO) and
Theresa Dowling
(FX Magazine)
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Ed Quilty (UKIPO)

Sue Marks (Progres

Below: Below: Sarah Birkbeck and Sarah Birkbeck and 
Jo Crouch of DMH Stallard Jo Crouch of DMH Stallard 

ACID would like
Hammonds, DMH Stallard

and Adam Aaronson fo
sponsorship of this 
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It’s all about YOU!...
10 exciting years giving both
you and IP protection 
a real voice!

7

Baroness Morgan, Dids Macdonald and Adam Aaronson, showing an
Aaronson vase, presented to Dids to commemorate the anniversary.

Adam Aaronson (Aaronson Noon)

mpson (CMP/DECOREX)

Racowsky (Harvard Medical School), 
ohn Lennon Arts) 

Patricia Jones (Hammonds)

er (ACID)

) and 

iation)

ary

Below: John Noble of The British Brands Group delivers his informative
speech on branding, brand identity and brand plagiarism.

4

s (Progressive Gifts)

Rachel Hewlett 
(Hewlett Office Services)
and Sally Parsons
(Sally Parsons)

Ingrid
Ruegemer
(Designer) 

a time for celebration, 
a chance to meet fellow
ACID members, to chat,
exchange ideas and views...
eat, drink and share 
in the fun too!...

June Davies (UKIPO)
and Baroness Morgan

ld like to thank 
Stallard, McDaniel & Co.
son for their generous
of this celebration.

5
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I am delighted to be celebrating the tenth
anniversary of ACID. The importance of
design and the creative industries to

Britain has grown over the past decade 
and the Government is committed to
fostering new ideas by protecting
intellectual property. The recent launch of
our comprehensive plan for support for the
creative industries, 'Creative Britain: 
New Talents for the New Economy'
establishes this as part of the mainstream of
economic strategy.

We in Government are committed to providing
effective support to safeguard the intellectual
property rights of those who make a living from
their creativity, to ensure the long term
economic viability of our creative enterprises.

Last year, a report by the Work Foundation
looked at 13 sectors within the entertainment
and design industries, and found that cultural
exports from Britain, are greater than from any
other country. According to the findings,
Britain's creative sector employs 1.8 million
people and makes up 7.3 per cent of the
national economy.

The report found that international clients were
relying on British creative talent within the
country's advertising, design and architecture
firms like never before, spending up to £2bn a
year with UK agencies.

The growth and success of our creative
industries is something I am proud to celebrate.

Over recent years, the legislation for protecting
designs both in the UK and Europe has been
updated and simplified with the aim of
encouraging more innovation, and increased
investment in the development and production
of new products.

As the Minister responsible for the intellectual
property system in the UK, I am determined to
ensure that the registered designs system and
legal framework is fit for purpose and continues
to keep pace with changes in technology,
society and the economy. Design rights are used
by many diverse parts of the design industry,
from heavy industry through to fashion, and we
must ensure that all of their different needs are
taken into account.

Part of this of course means the UK Intellectual
Property Office must continue to award
registered designs promptly and at affordable
cost. Recently the UK-IPO introduced the
'multiple design' to the application process to
provide a more flexible and affordable option to
designers. New figures show filings this year are
up by 50%, and designs only take on average
three months to register.

We have worked with our European partners to
provide designers with more choice and greater
cost-savings when registering designs.
Designers now have more than one route to
obtain design protection in Europe. Designers
can apply for a Europe-wide right through the
Office for Harmonization in the Internal Market,
or register directly in the UK through the
Intellectual Property Office. 

In the first five years of the Community design
system over 300,000 designs were registered.
The UK is the fifth highest user of the
Community design system, meaning that UK
designers are responsible for almost one in ten
designs registered with the European Office.
This is no surprise, as the UK creative industry
cements its position as a leading originator of
design in the international arena.

The increasing importance of global design
protection can be seen in the recent accession
of the European Union to the Hague
international registration system. The Hague
system takes us closer to a one step system for
protecting designs throughout the world. The
US will soon follow the EU, and I understand
that Japan and China are giving it serious
consideration.

The UK's prosperity relies increasingly upon our
ability to develop and promote new products
and services from creative individuals and
companies. But unfortunately it is plain that
there are always some who will attempt to free-
ride on the creativity of others. Counterfeiting
has become a clear and serious threat. Indeed,
the traffic in fake goods now threatens to
overwhelm honest business throughout the
world.

To counter this we need to take a strategic and
co-ordinated approach, which utilises the skills
and expertise that exist in businesses,
enforcement agencies and government.
Without joint effort and policies to dissuade
business and consumers from seeing
counterfeiting as 'fair game', open markets can
be easily destabilised. Since its very beginning
ACID has taken an active role in raising
awareness of the damage caused to the design
industry by fake copies. I congratulate Dids
Macdonald and her team on the improvements
they’ve stimulated in this area.

I am pleased that ACID has joined with the UK-
IPO in raising awareness with key Trading
Standards Authorities in the UK, to facilitate the
effective protection of designs.

Local businesses and communities are equally
affected by the rise in counterfeiting. As a result
the UK-IPO is continuing to put increased efforts
into bringing together business, policy makers

and enforcement agencies to find new ways of
combating the fake trade. Raising public
awareness and developing effective
communication messages is vital.

In 2006, the independent Gowers review took a
comprehensive look at the whole intellectual
property system. It highlighted the complexity
of the legal mechanisms which are available to
enforce design rights. I know that this is an
issue of concern to ACID members, and fully
support initiatives which enable parties to
resolve disputes over design protection without
having to resort to the Courts.

I very much welcome ACID's 'Mediate to Resolve'
initiative. Everyone has the potential to gain if
disputes can be settled by mediation, through
the Mediate to Resolve service, rather than
resorting to court action, with its attendant
complexities and greater costs. I understand
that ACID has carried out nearly 2,000
mediations at exhibitions to date, which is a
really great achievement.

Education is also vital to foster a culture which
respects creativity and intellectual property
rights. This is of particular importance when it
comes to complex rights such as those
protecting designs.

The UK Intellectual Property Office has taken
forward a number of education initiatives,
including the Primary School Innovation Project
'Cracking Ideas'. This introduces children to
innovation and creativity in the classroom. The
project, fronted by Oscar winners Wallace &
Gromit, provides teachers with resources and
activities through the Cracking Ideas website.
Children aged 9 - 11 are encouraged to come
up with a new invention - with the emphasis
this year on alternative energy themes.

I welcome ACID's 'Educate to Protect' initiative,
which serves to give practical advice and tools
to design students and graduates, to help them
learn how to better protect and profit from
their intellectual property.

We must recognise that alongside the benefits
of globalisation and new technologies there will
always be challenges for individual companies
and designers. But by equipping designers with
the best tools and knowledge to protect their
creativity, and the most effective methods to
resolve disputes, we can work together to help
designers make the most from their hard work
and talent.

I am very pleased to be able to congratulate
ACID on their 10th anniversary, and I wish
them every success, as we in government,
and you as designers, continue to build
upon our shared goal to help to grow the
creative economy.

Anti Copying in Design > ACID Anniversary EventAnniversary Event
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I am pleased that
ACID has joined
with the UK-IPO in
raising awareness
with key Trading
Standards
Authorities in the
UK, to facilitate
the effective
protection of
designs.

Keynote Speech: Keynote Speech: BARONESS MORGAN BARONESS MORGAN Minister for IPMinister for IP

BARONESS MORGAN  > Minister for IP [Department for Innovation, Universities & Skills]

Since its very beginning ACID has taken an active
role in raising awareness of the damage caused

to the design industry by fake copies. I congratulate
Dids Macdonald and her team on the
improvements they’ve stimulated in this area.
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IPIP adviceadvice

Trademark Registration - It is extremely
important for a business to obtain trademark
registrations in China, for enforcement purposes
and to allow customs and other authorities to take
action on your behalf. It is advisable to take a
broad, proactive and comprehensive approach to
registration, given the language issue, the sub-
classification system used in China and the
seriousness of trademark hijacking. Trademark
owners should also consider registration in China
for defensive purposes even if not yet trading
there, particularly where there is a risk that
counterfeit products may be manufactured.
Businesses should also consider filing Chinese
versions of their trademarks and filing for goods
and services in related classes. Obtaining a
registration takes approximately 2 to 2 and a half
years if there are no complications. Once
registered, protection lasts for 10 years, and can
be extended for further 10 year periods.

Patent/Design Registration - Three types of
patents can be registered in China: Design, Utility
Model and Invention patents. Design patents
protect the original designs of objects, specifically
their shape and/or their pattern (sometimes even
the colour); utility model patents protect technical
models relating to the shape and/or structure of
the product; and invention patents are technical
solutions that have to be new, inventive and of
practical use. Chinese design and utility models
patents last 10 years and invention patents, 20
years.  Timescales vary: design patents will
normally be granted within a year, utility model
patents within a year and a half and invention
patents can take up to 5/6 years. 

Copyright Protection - Copyright protection
in China takes place automatically provided an
owner can prove that something original has been
created.  Copyrights cover literary, dramatic,
artistic and musical works, sound recordings, films
and computer programs. Protection lasts for 50
years after the death of the author.  As China
acceded to the Berne Convention, the work of
foreign nationals first published in other member
countries will automatically be protected. 

Customs Procedures - The scale of counterfeiting is
now so great that most brands, as well as using
civil and criminal means, also work with
government agencies, particularly Customs.

There are two modes of IPR enforcement
implemented under Chinese Customs laws: firstly,
ex officio enforcement (prior registration with
Customs required) and secondly, enforcement
pursuant to an application. Importantly, Chinese
Customs will take action on both imports and
exports. 

Ex Officio Actions - To initiate, IP holders must
record their rights with the General Administration

In any settlements always try and get information about the
name and contact details of a Chinese manufacturer – these can
be circulated to colleagues and also sent to anti copying groups
to contribute to their intelligence databases. Establish where the
copies come from in China. Often competitors are the culprits
and, according to Mark Chernick of Play Vision who has
successfully created alternative strategies, "We often change the
rhythm of when we produce products into the market.
Competitors will always watch your production patterns closely
so we try to launch new items during the months of August to
November, when the Chinese factories are at their busiest,
therefore spending time on production, not product
development". From the factories themselves? Install informants
to work on your behalf. Through website access? Many
companies now make their websites inaccessible to Chinese users.
Via exhibitions in China or in the West? Chinese knock off
products need a channel of distribution – one of the most
effective ways to cut off the oxygen supply is through western
markets by accessing a more user-friendly judicial route or, at
certain exhibitions, enforcement and stand shut down. In design
magazines? always communicate your IP strategy on any ads or
editorial – better still if you are a member of an anti copying
organisation use the logo! There has also recently been a major
crackdown on safety issues in China with newer safety
requirements, meaning many more export licences revoked and
100’s factories shutdown. Therefore, those factories fearful of
being shut down by the Chinese Government can be targeted if
there is an IP issue. Factories are also very aware of complaints
about poor quality and potentially unsafe products so there is a
very high chance they will discontinue producing your items if
they fear having their factory shutdown. Rumour and scandal
mongering is effective and asking local agents or brokers to work
within factories on your behalf encourages the grass roots
spreading of information about successful infringements on your
behalf such as confiscations or custom involvement. 

80% of the world’s counterfeit, pirated and copied products
come from China. The number 8 is China’s lucky number - 
maybe China should use the 8th day of 8th month of 2008, 
the first day of the Beijing Olympics to restore global IP
confidence by committing to an anti copying strategy in 8 simple
words: CELEBRATING BEIJING 2008 – RESPECT FOR GLOBAL
INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY ...somehow, I think not!

of Customs in China.  An electronic application
form is filed with other documents (including the
IP registration certificate) along with a fee of RMB
800 (approx 110 USD). If successfully recorded,
the information will be added to the official
computer system of Chinese Customs so that it
can be shared with every custom’s office within
China.  Trademarks, copyrights and patents can be
recorded.  If approved, the recordal is valid for 10
years and can be renewed for further 10 year
terms.

Registration makes Customs responsible for
monitoring shipments and informing rights
holders if they discover potentially infringing
goods. If such goods are discovered, Customs will
notify the rights holder, who should apply for their
detention within 3 working days - a strict
requirement. The IP holder also needs to deposit
monetary security, which varies depending on the
value of the goods seized. 

Where an application for detention is filed on
time, Customs will investigate and make a decision
within 30 working days. Where Customs cannot
determine whether the goods are infringing or
not, the IP holder may apply to the People’s Court
for an injunction or a ruling of property
preservation. To help Customs with investigations,
it is recommended that an IP owner provides
Customs with as much information about
suspected counterfeiters and the characteristics of
the counterfeit goods as possible. 

Detention Pursuant to an Application -
This is another way in which a trademark owner
can work with Customs, by filing a complaint
directly when infringing products are identified. In
this case, Customs do not have the authority to
investigate the case and to make a declaration of
infringement. The IP owner has to initiate court
action, asking for an injunction or a property
preservation order. Customs will detain the goods
and seize them if the court eventually confirms
that the products are infringing. The detention
pursuant to an application procedure is rarely
straightforward and over the past few years, most
Customs cases have used the ex officio procedure. 

Outcome - In both cases, if the goods are found
not to be infringing or if deadlines have not 
been met, the goods will be released.  However, if
an infringement is found, Customs can seize 
the goods and impose a fine of a maximum of
30% of the value of the infringing goods. 
The infringing goods can be disposed of by being
sold to the IP owner, auctioned after the infringing
parts have been removed, destroyed (if the
infringing parts cannot be removed or obliterated)
or donated to charity.

Along with its huge opportunities for business, 
China also presents a serious intellectual property ("IP") challenge.
Infringers have become very sophisticated and the quality of fake
products has improved to a level where it has become difficult to
distinguish fake from genuine.  So, what can a business do to
protect itself on the IP front in China?

Article by Elizabeth May an in-house lawyer
for ACID member Richemont www.richemont.com 

also examines the

NON LEGAL ROUTE!
So what are the non-legal and 
less traditional routes to follow
should copying occur? 

Some useful websites:
State Intellectual Property Office
www.sipo.gov.cn

World Intellectual Property Organisation
www.wipo.int

China-Britain Business Council
www.cbbc.org

State Administration for Industry and Commerce  (SAIC)
www.saic.gov.cn 

National Copyright Administration (NCA), International Division
www.ncac.gov.cn 

State Quality and Technical Supervision Bureau (SQTSB)
www.cqi.gov.cn

General Administration of Customs (Customs)
www.customs.gov.cn

Public Security Bureau (PSB)
www.cei.gov.cn/homepage/gov/buwei/bw011.htm
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acid members

‘I started the Blanket Factory 4 years ago to
design baby nursery products for chain stores
who wanted to work directly with my
partner’s factory in China,’ says Jane, ‘The plan
was to give buying groups the advantage of
buying directly but with all the design and
support they would receive using an importer.
As well as our bedding designs, we created a
new product combining gift blankets with
greeting cards. After approaching the UKIPO
with our greeting blanket we were advised
that a marketing concept like a gift blanket
could not be protected as protection in textiles
and surface design was very difficult.  We then
joined ACID who gave us the confidence to
show our designs to everyone!  We used the
ACID logo on all our work and samples and
we let every buyer know copies of our
innovative designs had been logged with
ACID. It was an incredibly exciting time as the
business started to gather momentum in both
Australia and the USA.’

18 months on Jane discovered a newly
introduced fabric, Naturally Coloured Cotton,
an organically produced cotton which grows
in three natural colours, cream, green and
brown, that contains no pesticides, chemicals,
or dyes - just 100% pure.  Using the material,
Kara White, The Blanket Factory’s Head of
Design, created the most wonderful surface
pattern called Hug Me Bear, and the instant
the first samples arrived Jane knew they had
created something innovative and really very
special. 

‘Rather than go to the High Street we decided
to create our own brand. Natures Purest was
launched 2 years ago and was received with
great enthusiasm both in the UK and global
markets.  With encouraging sales we
launched the second design, Sleepy Safari.
The demand for organic toys that can be
safely chewed and organic clothing to protect
baby’s skin has just been overwhelming. We
have a strong presence in the gift market
where we now have 24 organic gift lines,
with My First Year Book winning Gift of the

Year in 2007. All these fabulous designs were
of course registered with ACID’s design data
bank helping us provide proof of origination
should we ever be copied – it’s a fantastic
free service and gives us the back-up to go to
market with confidence’.

Although the Blanket Factory still designs
non-organic ranges for some of their clients,
Natures Purest is their core business. Babies R
Us UK exclusively stock their Organic Disney
Range, Babies R Us USA stock the Hug Me
Bear range and David Jones Australia have
both ranges. With 240 UK accounts stocking
up to 20 Natures Purest lines, Jane decided to
open 2 stores that could be used as
showcases to house their 134 lines.  Both are
performing well and plans for Beijing and
Melbourne stores are pending. In September
The Blanket Factory are exhibiting in Europe
for the first time but are already shipping
goods to Scandinavia, Spain and France.

‘We have a meaningful IP strategy in place
and fingers crossed we have not been copied
to date! We use ACID’s logo on all our
marketing material; making it clear at all
stages of the design process from product
concept to market place that we are
members.  I think the logo is extremely
powerful and really does say to people we
will not tolerate having our designs stolen.  
I would advise anyone starting up in business
to become an ACID member. Registration fees
are based on turnover so it is very little cost
when you start and worth every penny.
Ensure every design you are going to show is
marked with the ACID logo and clearly dated,
and of course send it off to the ACID design
data bank. We have had an amazing four
years – a roller coaster of success coupled
with all the highs and lows of building a
brand. Along the way ACID has been there to
support, advise and guide us through the
often confusing but essential requirements of
brand protection and IP legalese – so a huge
thanks for being there ACID and
congratulations on your first decade!’

BLANKET
COVER!

ACID gave me the
confidence to
move forward and
show leading 
High Street buyers
my designs. 
We have used the
ACID Hot Line
many times and
their IP lawyers
have always had
an answer for us.
Thanks for being
there ACID

ABOVE: Natures Purest Hong Kong Store.

ABOVE: Kara and Jane working from
home when they launched the business

hen Jane Albon launched The Blanket Factory in 2004 she
never guessed her fabulous baby nursery products and
innovative designs would achieve such meteoric success.

Today The Blanket Factory distributes worldwide, has two stores open
with another two pending and has cornered a highly fashionable
niche market – organic toys, clothing and baby accessories – now sold
under the ‘Natures Purest’ brand. Appreciating design protection was
the key to commercial success; Jane joined ACID a few months into
launching The Blanket Factory and has since used ACID membership
and all its benefits to the full.

Baby Alessia 2 days old. She sleeps
peacefully in her Natures Purest

outfit and Moses basket.

Award winning (Gift of the year) 
My First Yearbook. 

Jane Albon. 
The Blanket Factory 
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latest new members list

BEASTY BAGS LTD INTERIOR ACCESSORIES
FOSHAN YIFENG METAL INTERIOR ACCESSORIES
PHILIP WATTS DESIGN INTERIOR ACCESSORIES
THE ORIGINAL METAL BOX CO LTD INTERIOR ACCESSORIES
EMMA BENSON JEWELLERY
FINAL SHINE JEWELLERY
RUTH FACEY - DESIGNER JEWELLER JEWELLERY
CROYDEX LTD KITCHEN/BATHROOMS
INKA LIGHTS LIGHTING
LAZULI LTD LIGHTING
MADELEINE BOULESTEIX LIGHTING
SERVLITE UK LTD LIGHTING
ELIN ISAKSSON GLASS OTHER
INVITING CONCEPTS OTHER
MIRROR - ART OTHER
OLD QUAY CLOTHING OTHER
OLDE CHARM MINIATURES OTHER
SAFFRON SACKS LTD OTHER
STANZE INTERIORS LTD OTHER
TAGIT LIMITED OTHER
THE LITTLE THINGS OTHER
THE VICTORIA CHART CO. OTHER
ALBERTO MARCOS PRODUCT DESIGN
ATKINSON - WILLES PRODUCT DESIGN
CLIQ LIMITED PRODUCT DESIGN
EMMETT DESIGN LTD PRODUCT DESIGN
LOVELY LITTLE BOOKS PRODUCT DESIGN
OSCAR COLLECTIONS LTD PRODUCT DESIGN
ZOLO DESIGNS PRODUCT DESIGN
BAXTER BEARS LTD TOYS
YES! SUPERBABY LTD TOYS

Company Name Industry ID

BEN DRAY ART
DONELLE-ASCHEY DESIGNS ART
FAB3 ART
VICTORIA WORNUM ART
DEBSCRAFTS BRIDAL
DENISE O' SULLIVAN ARTWORKS CERAMICS
DONEGAN DESIGNS CERAMICS
GRAPHIC ORNATE CERAMICS
ARABELLA MILLER LTD CHILDRENSWEAR
PAW PRINTS CHILDRENSWEAR
SHERBET ORANGE CHILDRENSWEAR
MIKE PAYNE STUDIO LTD DESIGN CONSULTANCY
BORNHOF LLP FABRIC & TEXTILES
LUMME FABRIC & TEXTILES
TIMOROUS BEASTIES FABRIC & TEXTILES
A RIGHT CHARLIE FASHION
DARIMEYA LTD FASHION
EXOTIQUE LTD FASHION
FABRIC AND BAGS FASHION
JUST GREAT CLOTHES FASHION
NDYGO GENES / CHILD FASHION
PIKII FASHION
UNDERGROWTH DESIGN FASHION
ADRIAN BONET FURNITURE
ASHCRAFT FURNITURE FURNITURE
BREASLEY CONSUMER FURNITURE
CHRISTIAN O'REILLY FURNITURE
HANDFORD DESIGNS FURNITURE
KEWDOS LTD FURNITURE
KURSI LTD FURNITURE
OP16 FURNITURE
P.W LTD FURNITURE
SHERRY DESIGNS FURNITURE
STEVEN WALTON FURNITURE
THE KITCHEN DRESSER CO LTD FURNITURE
OOH ZOO LTD GIFTWARE
SEA GEMS LTD GIFTWARE
POCKETCOMMS LTD GRAPHICS
BLAKHUMA CARDS GREETINGS CARDS
BUBBLY CREATIONS GREETINGS CARDS
OPEN BOX DESIGN GREETINGS CARDS
SPECIAL DELIVERY CARDS LTD GREETINGS CARDS
AND GOD CREATED WOMEN INTERIOR ACCESSORIES

Company Name Industry ID

ACID’s joining criteria for new members
In accordance with the clause that all new members will become
provisional members for the first 6 months, we publish a list in each
newsletter of those companies that have joined the organisation. In
the event that there is a complaint about any of these new provisional
members, please write to the Chief Executive together with
substantiated facts. Hearsay, rumour or unsubstantiated facts will not
be considered under any circumstances. Any complaints about a
provisional ACID member will be put before a panel comprising ACID's
legal advisor, ACID's Chief Executive and two corporate ACID members
from a different industry sector. If the panel decides that the
complaint be upheld their decision is final and no further
correspondence will be entered into. This panel will sit twice a year.

if you have a problem call the Legal
Hotline on +44 (0)845 230 5742

ACID has received huge support from editors and journalists, 
who place the subject of intellectual property awareness high on
their agenda and continually feature success stories, initiatives,
concerns and warnings against the potential devastation of
intellectual property infringement. Many thanks to the above
publications who are all ACID Media Supporters.

Together we are
helping to create
awarenessawareness and a
safer commercialsafer commercial
environment for all!

TM WARNING!WARNING!
beware when registering Trademarks

ACID member Beverley Williams recently made an
application to register two trademarks.  She was
delighted when she received a letter from the European
Institute for Economy and Commerce asking her for a
registration fee of £479.75 for each trademark.  She
immediately e-mailed Niall Head-Rapson of ACID
Accredited Law Firm, McDaniel & Co, to let him know that
she had been granted her trademarks.

Niall unfortunately had to explain to Beverley that this
was a well-known ploy by EIEC, causing confusion with
the official registration service.  ACID Members should be
vigilant if they receive this kind of correspondence.  

ACID is aware that it is relatively easy to access
information on recent trademark submissions and some
companies appear to be deliberately causing confusion
with the official registration service. They frequently
receive payment from registrants who are unaware that
they are being misled. 

Niall Head-Rapson commented, "Clients that I have
been involved with have regularly received such
correspondence.  In one case they paid out over 1,200
Euros without realising it to be a fraud".   

If ACID members receive any confusing paperwork
or e-mails they can call the ACID Legal Hotline on
0845 230 5742 for legal advice. Both members and
non-members can receive general advice from the
membership team on 0845 644 3617.

potential inflammatory legal disputes to
become realistic out of court settlements
where, for example, a commercial
agreement can be made. 
I know of many designers who have
walked away from a mediation with a
royalty or licence agreement in their
pocket rather than a hefty legal bill.  

ACID’s prime objective is to help
designers appreciate and protect their 
IP equity. Much of the UK’s excellent
design talent is being sucked dry by
some high street copycats and
manufacturers and many, quite simply
can’t afford to fight their case through
the courts when their products are
ripped off.  Our objective is to ensure
every designer in the UK understands the
value of their IP rights, the multiple
benefits of mediation and has access 

to our Mediate to Resolve service. ACID
would like to achieve a situation similar
to divorce cases where mediation is now
very much "the norm". Ideally we would
like more judges to say to IP litigants, "If
you haven't tried mediation first, why are
you here?" This might persuade some of
the more eager copyists with deep legal
pockets to change their ways and for
some over zealous lawyers to be more
solution orientated!  

And to conclude, It was world intellectual
property day on the 26th April, and I
would like to think that our Mediate to
Resolve scheme and ACID will continue to
play a positive and significant role in IP
protection, education and deterrence
well into the next decade! ACID would
not be where it is now if it wasn’t for the

commitment and tenacity of our original
steering group and I’d like to personally
extend my gratitude to Simon Clark, Ruth
Harrison-Wood, Adam Aaronson and
Mark Fenwick. 

ACID works positively with the UKIPO on
many aspects of IP and I would like to say
a special thank you, too, to June Davies,
who has been a key supporter of our
work right from the outset first at OHIM
and now at the UKIPO.  

Finally, thank you to Baroness Morgan,
John Noble and to all our members,
media supporters and affiliate
organisations for their continued support
and the design community as a whole for
backing ACID during the last decade –

roll on the next 10 years - 
we have some serious work to do!

[Dids Macdonald 10th anniversary celebration speech continued from page 7]

Helping ACID
members to
safeguard their 
IP rights
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events and exhibitions

Hammonds: www.hammonds.com

DMH Stallard: www.dmhstallard.com

McDaniel & Co: www.mcdanielandco.co.uk
ACID Accredited Law Firms can be contacted by Acid
members via the Acid Legal Hotline:

+44 (0) 0845 230 5742

HOTLINES...HOTLINES...
Membership Office:
+44 (0)845 644 3617

Membership fax:
+44 (0)845 644 3618

e.mail: help@acid.uk.com

Legal Hotline:
+44 (0)845 230 5742

Legal Hotline fax:
+44 (0)845 644 3618

e.mail: legal@acid.uk.com

Nothing in this newsletter is intended to be a complete
statement of the current law and you should always take
specialist advice in respect of your own particular
circumstances.   ©ACID 2008

www.acid.uk.com
www.acid.designsales.co.uk
www.acidnews.info
www.mediatetoresolve.com

ACID (Anti Copying in Design) Ltd. ACID (Anti Copying in Design) Ltd. 
PO BOX 5078, Gloucester, GL19 3YB

ACID recommends the followingACID recommends the following
exclusive ACID Accredited  Law Firms:exclusive ACID Accredited  Law Firms:

ACID LICENSING SEMINAR
24TH June 2008 at the UKIPO
Harmsworth House, 13-15 Bouverie Street
London EC4Y 8DP. 5.00-6.30pm 
followed by drinks 6.30-7.30pm
Cost ACID Members £15.00 plus VAT 
Non-Members £25.00 plus VAT
To reserve a place e-mail
Annette.Rigby@acid.uk.com

The Lighting Association Student
Lighting Design Awards
17th - 18th June 2008
18th June ACID presentation - 
Design Protection
http://www.lightingassociation.com

ACID/DMH Stallard/BCFA Seminar
‘Design Protection - Are You IP Savvy?’
9th October 2008. The Design Council
From 4.00 -6.15pm drinks & networking to 7.45pm
for info e-mail: Jane.Stephenson@acid.uk.com

IP theft -
it’s not what we do - 
it’s the way that we do it!

ACID ACID - the first decade....

250+ settlements on behalf of members and just under £3 million recovered in costs and damages,
only 3 have reached a final court hearing.

ACID LOBBY was formed in 2004 with four key objectives legislative, moral, commercial and
educational. The issues on which ACID made its submission to the Gowers Report were: 

• Introduction of a new law of unlawful imitation

• A review of exemplary damages which are dissuasive

• Addressing the disparity between copyright owners and design right owners

• Supporting a move to see "groundless threats" removed

• Mediation v Litigation 

• Corporate Responsibility compliance – IP respect

• Educate to Protect – a National scheme for all design faculties

• Consumer awareness campaign

• Raising awareness regarding IP Crime at grass roots and at strategic levels

• Recognition of "design right" in IPRs amongst Government and stakeholders 

• ACID has also submitted a comprehensive response to the Ministry of Justice 
consultation on damages.

Provision of grass roots mediation at first point of market entry in several major UK exhibitions. Over
2000 mediations less than 30% required further legal action. Provision of onsite design clinics and
workshops. To date 400+ one-to-one design clinics held at exhibitions in the UK and Europe. 

Several retailers have supported ACID and signed the ACID Retailers Code of Conduct, including John
Lewis, Next and Selfridges. 

Many key trade publications have publicly declared their support of ACID’s aims and objectives by
placing the logo prominently in their magazines. e.g. Design Week, Cabinet Maker, Grand Designs,
Architect & Designer. 

ACID is supported by three ACID Accredited Law Firms for start-ups, SME’s and corporate members
offering initial free "contentious" and "non-contentious" advice via a dedicated hotline supported by
Hammonds, DMH Stallard and McDaniel & Co.  To date there have been over 50,000+ calls to ACID’s
free intellectual property hotlines offering immediate specialist help on all IP subjects including
"contentious" and "non-contentious IP issues".

ACID’s Educate to Protect initiative, to reach all design faculties with practical training in design
protection and leveraging, was commended in the Andrew Gowers recommendations on intellectual
property. At the moment the organisation’s education programme is delivered on an ad hoc basis. To
date there have been 60 intellectual property (IP) protection clinics and 35 seminars. ACID also offers
free intellectual property strategy reviews to its corporate members. 

The launch of a national IP mediation initiative "Mediate to Resolve" - created by ACID to raise
awareness about mediation as a real alternative to litigation, aims to make this a desirable
commitment in CSR. ACID’s panel is chaired by former Appeal Court Judge Sir Jonathan Parker and will
support access to mediation on IP issues from a panel of specialist mediators.

Affiliate partners, from all sectors of industry representative of membership, continue to raise ACID’s
profile in their support of our aims and objectives.

ACID has developed a trade association partnership initiative to bring specialist IP value to a wide
variety of different market sectors – ACID’s membership currently represents 25 different trade sectors.
Individual market sectors have different IP needs and therefore ACID can develop and broaden sector-
based solutions to meet those needs. 

ACID Registered Head Office: 
Adelaide House, London Bridge EC4R 9HA

Company Reg. No. 3402512   VAT Reg. No.  707 5923 23

IGI International Wallcovering
Manufacturers Congress
14th-17th June 2008
16th June ACID presentation - 
Design Protection
http://www.igiwallcoverings.org

ACID EXHIBITION PRESENCE
Pulse 
1-3rd June 2008
Earls Court One, London
http://www.pulse-london.com

Home & Gift
13th-16th July 2008
Harrogate International Centre
http://www.homeandgift.co.uk

Autumn Fair
7th-10th September 2008
NEC Birmingham
http://www.autumnfair.com

100% Design
18th-21st September 2008
Earls Court, London
http://www.100percentdesign.co.uk

Decorex
21st-24th September 2008
Royal Hospital, Chelsea
http://www.decorex.com
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